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FOREWORD

This guide is meant to serve as a consolidated approach to picking up Aku-
ma (aka Gouki) in SSFIV Arcade Edition v. 2012. It is my hope to continual-

ly update this guide with new setups and tips on how to play Akuma ef-
fectively. Feel free to message me on Shoryuken.com or Eventhubs.com 
@Vandylizer if you have any questions or want to play some matches. 

Also, don’t forget to check out the bottom of this guide for helpful links and videos 
that help explain concepts discussed in this guide.

A nOtE to seasoned Akuma players :

This guide covers many fundamental topics that are included to reduce confusion for new 
players. Advanced players may wish to skim/skip the first few paragraphs of each section 
if they already know topics such as how to read frame data, how hitstun scaling works, 
etc). Although, you may learn something fundamental that you never heard before. If you 
notice anything is wrong or inaccurate please message me so I don’t mislead our fel-
low Gouki brethren ;) My computer’s spell check is broken, so there may be critical typos 
in need of fixing.

GOUKIZEME explained

The name of this guide is Goukizeme, a kizeme guide to Gouki. Kizeme refers to when 
a kendo player has succeeded in causing shift in the mind (attention) of the opponent 
through a transfer of Ki in order to create an opening for attack. My hope is to get you 
to think about how to condition your opponent to crack under the pressure of Gouki’s 
offense by utilizing his mixups, zoning, vortex, and solid defensive tactics.

CHARACtER introduction

Akuma is a very well rounded character. He is fun to learn because of his potential to 
find counters to nearly every matchup scenario. Despite receiving nerfs in each of the four 
editions of the Street Fighter 4 franchise (see list of changes below), players have contin-
ued to refine his playstyle and find new technology to keep Akuma a dominant force.

Akuma has the second lowest health and stun in the game at 850 health and 850 stun. 
Because of this, he is a character that is tough to master, not only because you are not 
allowed to make many mistakes in a match, but you must be able to capitalize on every 
punish. Control your spacing at all times to keep your advantage, and utilize a robust and 
— at times, character specific — slew of setups and mixups on your opponent to ensure 
you win.

The good news is, Akuma is a very fun character to learn due to his depth and wide array 
of tools. He has the best fireball zoning game with 3 different types of projectiles, amazing 
anti-airs, great footsies and punishes. When played right, he can assume control of the 
match and force the opponent to make further mistakes that lead into what is known as 
Akuma’s « vortex » (more on that later) and a potential stun. Since Akuma has so many 
tools at his disposal, the opponent is often limited in their own options. The key is forcing 
the opponent to make a mistake, and shift their mind from playing their game, to playing 
Akuma’s game.
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AE 2012  
official changes

LISt OF CHAnGES FROM VAnILLA tO SSFIV AE 2012

•	Far st.HK start up nerfed to prevent loops with st.LP.

•	DF throw recovery nerfed to prevent option selects.

•	Teleport recovery nerfed to make punishing Akuma’s escapes easier.

•	Cr.HK stun nerfed along with many other normals, as well as EX tatsu stun and damage.

•	Ultra 1 damage nerfed from 510 damage.

•	Airborne tatsu arc altered/ nerfed to prevent escapes from the corner.

•	Shakunetsu fireballs stun and damage nerfed, making SRK FADC into this less useful.

•	DF Palm no longer hits as an overhead.

•	Far st.HK 2nd hit on block recovery nerfed so it is now -2 on block rather than 0.

•	Forward throw given 2 additional frame of recovery (made many prior setups prior to 
AE 2012 obsolete or limited in use, was possibly implemented to discourage unblockable 
setup since Akuma was one of the first characters to have unblockables used).

•	St.HK damage changed from 60 + 40 (100 total) to 50 + 30 (80 total).

•	EX Hurricane Kick damage and stun nerfed.

•	EX Demon Flip Kick buffed to allow EX air fireballs to be thrown during flight.

•	Ultra 2 hitbox buffed to hit crouching characters when cancelled from teleport.

•	Changed hit damage when canceling out of teleport from 400 to 421.

•	MP SRK given additional frames of invincibility, making it the most consistent anti-air 
in Akuma’s arsenal (completely invincible for the first 5 frames).

The reason I mention these changes is to prevent confusion when reading old / outdated 
information on Akuma from previous editions.

Many of Akuma’s unfavorable matchups were nerfed with subsequent editions of the 
game as damage on attacks was nerfed across the board, and despite Akuma’s nerfs he 
still remains a very viable tournament character, full of possibility !
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MOVE LISt

For a basic description of Akuma’s moves, you may wish to check out Eventhubs.com or 
shoryuken.com for character frame data, general information, and move lists for future 
reference.

Keep in mind I have not included active frames (how long your move is able to hit the 
opponent), recovery frames on whiff, etc. Also, please note that if a move is spaced cor-
rectly it will not be as punishable on block if it hits from tip range. Just because cr.HK is 
listed as -9, it does mean you will likely be punished when the poke is blocked since you 
will typically not use it point blank unless by accident. There are moves that can punish 
sweep from max range on block, but they are usually only supers that have extremely fast 
startup and hit far enough to punish in time. (For full explanation of how to read frame 
data, check Eventhubs or watch OneHandedTerror’s explanation on frame data here (part 
1) and part 2.

When you hit a move for a counter hit, the « COUNTER HIT » indicator pops up. For Light 
Attacks, you gain an extra 1 frame of Hit Stun. For Medium and Hard Attacks, you gain a 3 
frame Hit Stun bonus. These extra frames allow for combos that would not normally work 
after an attack. Similarly to counter hits, when moves hit as a meaty attack, (in the last 
couple frames of it’s active window) it still creates the same amount of hit stun as it nor-
mally would, but since the move recovers faster, you can link normals and other attacks 
afterwards that are normally not possible if the move hit as soon as possible).

normals :

 Cr.LP   start up 3 | block +2 | hit +5

Main uses : Hit confirms, counter poking, frame traps, punishment, tick throws.

Tips : Use the speed of this attack and good hitbox to counter poke fast horizontal attacks, 
opponent dashing in, and even sweeps.

 Cr.MP   start up 4 | block +2 | hit +5

Main uses : frame trapping, counter poking, comboing into itself and Akuma’s BNB, 
crouch teching option select to beat dive kicks.  
With a great hit box and very fast startup, this attack is your « Go To » attack for combos 
and pressuring the opponent.

Tips : Counter hits allow 3 extra frames of advantage on medium attacks, allowing 
you to combo anything 8 frames or less after a CH crMP (including sweep and st.HK !). 
When versing Rufus, try pressing down-back + cr.LP + cr.LK + cr.MP when he’s trying to 
continue pressure with dive kicks. If he throws you, you will tech the throw, and if he tries 
to instant dive kick you, he will get hit out of the air by a CH cr.MP :) This basic option select 
can be used on offense and defense, so feel free to experiment.

Note about frame data :

Note about Counter Hits (CH) :
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 Cr.HP   start up 6 | block -9 | hit -4

Main uses : anti-air, force stand on hit and special cancelable. One of Akuma’s best an-
ti-airs. Use this when the opponent jumps in from close range. Also useful in matches 
where opponent can change jump-arcs to bait SRKs since whiffing this normal will not 
leave you exposed that much for a punish. Can also be canceled into demon flips and red 
fireballs to apply pressure to opponent after the anti-air.

Tips : You can hit confirm into FADC cr.HP to stand an opponent up for the light tatsu.

 Cr.LK   start up 4 | block 0 | hit +3

Main uses : catching opponent with a low attack after an empty jump, comboing after 
st.HK, option selecting to create a safe offense. By pressing down-back + LP + LK, you 
simultaneously tech throws or start attacking depending on your if your opponent tries 
to throw you or cease their offense. This is extremely useful when you are in a neutral situ-
ation (such as after a focus attack, FADC, air reset, or on their wakeup) because it protects 
you from their throws, and if they do nothing you get to start your own offense. On the 
opponent’s wake up you can even delay your button press so that if they wakeup SRK you 
block, if they wake up and throw you do a very late crouch tech, and if they wake up and 
block you start your offensive pressure.

Tips : This attack can duck under some attacks to start punishes, such as ducking under 
cammy’s hooligan throws and hit confirming with a cr.LK, cr.LP combo of choice.

 Cr.MK   start up 5 | block -2 | hit +1

Main uses : Footsies, combos, ducking under jump-in attacks, cancel into Fireball (FB) in 
footsies to discourage opponent from focus attacking your pokes (be aware that it’s not 
a block string, if they block the cr.MK they can blow through the follow up fireball with a 
focus attack if timed correctly, so don’t be too predictable).

Tips : Since this attack lowers Akuma’s hurtbox, it can evade (make it whiff) many jump 
attacks, and even anti-airing with the kara ultra. Try using this attack to avoid C. Viper burn 
kicks, cammy hooligan throws, Guy elbow drops, and Honda jumping MP and the list goes 
on. Not only is this a good anti-air move, it can even mess up other character’s safe jumps. 

 Cr.HK   start up 6 | block -9 | hit UKD

Main uses : Footsies, starting vortex, anti-airing with Ultra cancel

Akuma’s best normal simply because it gives him an untechable knockdown. With a great 
hitbox and a fast startup, use this tool to get your offense started.

When the opponent has his super be wary of using this move excessively, since many 
characters can punish a blocked sweep even from far range where it’s only a few frames of 
disadvantage. Be wary of jump-ins and focus attacks, since this move has 24 frames of re-
covery. A smart opponent knows they can blow through this attack since it has 32 frames 
of animation when whiffed / focused.

Tips : Although it is possible to use this to lower your hurbox with this like cr.MK, it’s a 
better habit to use cr.MK since the recovery on cr.HK is much longer. If you whiff a cr.HK 
and the opponent jumps in, they can get a free jump in. Nonetheless, if you are more 
comfortable using cr.HK to cancel into Ultra feel free to use it.
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 St.LP   start up 3 | block +4 | hit +7

Main uses : Comboing into sweep, buffering into raging demon, anti-air’ing dive kicks. 
Tips : Against Yun and Yang dive kicks, you may find it helpful as an anti-air, although this 
is not good for general anti-air unlike Ryu’s st.LP for example.

 St.MP   start up 4 | block -1 | hit +2

Main uses : Not often used normal, can be canceled into FADC for a very expensive but 
rarely seen throw opportunity. Can also be used as an anti-air against Yun and Yang’s dive 
kicks. There are better normals to use over st.MP

Tips : The close version of st.MP can be used for unblockable setups (See close normals).

 St.HP   start up 6 | block -1| hit +3

Main uses : Anti-Air, Footsies, frame traps.

This normal does 120 damage (150 damage on CH) and therefore makes for a great anti- 
air.Throw this anti-air out and people will be scared to jump-in from far away (unless they 
have an amazing jumping attack such as Zangief j.HP, Honda’s j.MP etc). Very useful in 
rufus match up when he is trying to get in on you from around sweep range.

Tips : Not cancelable in any way, but on CH you can combo this into sweep. If the oppo-
nent is pressing buttons they will get CH for 150 damage, plus a sweep if they’re close 
enough. This will also catch them if they are trying to jump-in (very useful in Rufus match-
up) to get in, and if they block this they are pushed back quite a bit to push them away 
from Akuma. You can even end resets with far st.HP if you’d like for stun purposes.

 St.LK   start up 3 | block +1| hit +4

Main uses : Anti-air against dive kicks, fake-fireball baiting.

Keep in mind this is the far version of the normal. It is very hard to connect with this attack 
unless the spacing is perfect, so for most part you will only land this move on an opponent 
in the air against moves like dive kicks.

The rest of the time will be spent using it as a whiffed attack. This move has been used by 
Ryu and Akuma players for years as a move to bait out a reaction from the opponent. Do-
ing a fireball motion and pressing LK seems to mess with people when playing in person, 
and top players such as Infiltration are seen throwing this out during footsies to mess with 
their opponents.

Tips : In the Rose matchup, it is possible to make drills whiff from their maximum range. 
When this happens feel free to punish with st.HP xx HKT or BNB if you’re really feeling 
confident in your punish.
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 St.MK   start up 9 | block -1| hit +2

Main Uses : Keep away, footsie (goes over low pokes).

I occasionally use this during footsies to counter poke / trade with Ryu’s cr.MK.

 St.HK   start up 8 | block -2| hit +5

Main uses : Amazing footsie tool, combos, punishment, extending Ultra 1 range, standing 
up crouching opponents. Since this move hits twice and moves Akuma forward to reach 
past his sweep range, it can be extremely useful for countering people who try to focus 
your sweep.

Tips : Use this normal to control space and press your opponent, as well as to whiff punish 
the opponent’s standing normals. On hit this move can combo into many other normals 
(see combo section), but these combos are spacing dependent. One often overlooked 
combo is linking st.HK into a st.LP and then finishing with sweep.

Despite the usefulness of this normal, this move’s second hit can whiff versus certain 
crouching characters thus being extremely unsafe. 

St.HK hits twice on :

Abel Adon Akuma Balrog Cody (close) Dudley (close)

El Fuerte E. Honda Fei Long Gen Gouken Guy

Guile Makoto Bison (close) Sagat Seth T. Hawk

Vega (close) Zangief

Second hit whiffs on :

Blanka Cammy Chun-Li C.Viper Dan Deejay

Dhalsim Evil Ryu Guile Ibuki Juri Ken

Ryu Sakura Yun Yang

Note :

St.HK was used to be neutral on block, but ever since version 2012 hit, the move has been 
made -2. Presumably to prevent it from being used for pressure, st.LP to st.HK loop, and 
making grappler matchups much easier, since they can SPD you on block each time. 
So be careful when using this against grapplers as well as those who can duck under the 
second hit.

Tips : There is a trick to discourage people from punishing the whiffed 2nd hit of st.HK. 
If the opponent tries to throw out a normal for a max damage punish, buffer in Ultra 1 to 
cancel the recovery of the 2nd hit of st.HK and land a full Ultra on them. It’s a mind-game 
involving high risk, so use it only if you know your opponent reactions. Also, you may find 
some success by backdashing after a whiffed st.HK to escape if they are too slow to punish.


